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E D I T O R I A L  

Wherever You Are ... 
In the world of science publishing, nothing 
stays unchanged forever. Now that Pergamon 
is part of Elsevier, we've altered the look and 
name of ESP World to reflect the big change 
in our readership. Welcome to all our new 
readers! We hope that you too will enjoy 
reading Elsevier Science World. 
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Welcome Combination 

R obert Maxwell was, of course, right 
when he said recently at a luncheon 
in Oxford that together Pergamon and 

Elsevier make an exciting combination. In- 
deed, combining the many resources, tradi- 
tions and skills developed over the years by 
both companies will make it possible to fulfil 
the mission of serving the scientific com- 
munity even better than before. 

How did this all come about? The initial 
agreement for the acquisition of Pergamon 
was signed on March 28th 1991, but not 
without some effort. Many members of staff 
on both sides went through exhausting days 
of hard work to assemble the facts and data 
which provided the basis for an agreement of 
this kind. I would like to thank everyone in- 
volved for this essential contribution. How- 
ever, this was not the end of it. The proposed 
combination of Elsevier and Pergamon still 
had to get the approval of certain regulatory 
government authorities. But, as we expected, 
there were no objections raised. Thus, on 
May 16th 1991, after the last details had 
been settled, the final contract was signed 
which officially made Pergamon Press part 
of Elsevier. 

It was an historic moment. It doesn't hap- 
pen every day that two successful science 
publishing companies the size, breadth and 
quality of Pergamon and 
Elsevier, with publishing 
programs in many ways 

I complementary, gain the 
opportunity to join forces. 

Now that we have be- 
come two in one, I would 
like to take this op- 
portunity, on behalf of all 
Elsevier staff, to warmly 
welcome the Pergamon 
staff in Oxford and Elms- 
ford to the ranks of Elsevi- 
er. No doubt, it will take 

14 People File time to get acquainted, but 
with a little effort I'm sure 

15 Podium 
Readers' Reactions 

we will succeed in working 

colleagues feel at home in their new Elsevier 
world. 

As a first step our inhouse magazine, now 
called Elsevier Science World, will also be 
distributed among Pergamon staff. This issue 
will give the Pergamon reader an idea of life 
at Elsevier Science Publishers. Admittedly, it 
provides only a cursory glance, and does not 
pretend to present the full picture of com- 
pany life. In "Bulletin Board" on page six, 
Michael Boswood, Managing Director of 
Pergamon Press, and some of the Elsevier di- 
rectors who were involved in the nego- 
tiations leading up to the acquisition present 
their initial thoughts on the new alliance in 
science publishing. 

The combination of Elsevier Science Pub- 
lishers and Pergamon Press will bring ex- 
citing new challenges and opportunities. Our 
task now is to face those challenges with an 
open mind. Most important is to develop a 
perspective on what the combination should 
aim for in the coming years. I hope you will 
all join us in this effort. 
Welcome to Elsevier! I 

harmoniously and efficient- 
ly together. This being a 
very special challenge for 
all involved, we will do our 
utmost to make our new 

James Kels, Chairman of Elsevier Science 
Publishers and Pergamon Press. 
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Expanding Programs in the UK and USA 

ESP's entrepreneurial spirit is 
alive and well in England and 
America. An excitingly wide va- 
riety of academic and professional 
journals as well as magazines, 
bulletins and books has been ac- 
quired to strengthen the publishing 
programs of ESP Ltd (UK) and 
ESPC Inc. (USA). 

lsevier Science Publishers (ESP) has expanded 
its publishing programs in leaps and bounds in 

1 the UK and USA. Recently, ESP Ltd and ESPC 
. .-lsevier Science Publishing Comvanv, Inc.) have 

between them acquired a iOst The management team involved in acquiring and developing the new UK titles. 
es a wide range of journals3 magazines and Standing (l-r): Norman Paskin (Publisher, ESP Ltd), Car1 Stoft (General Manager 
books (see below: New & Forthcoming). 

Each acquisition has its own story behind it. But, al- Finance, ESP Ltd), Chris Lloyd (Publisher, Elsevier Advanced Technology). Seated 

though their details may vary, all the stories begin (l-r): Derk Haank (ESP Ltd Chief Executive), Robert L o w  (Publisher, Elsevier 
with the same strategic planning. the 1990 strategy Applied Science Publishers), Richard Wood (General Manager, Subscriptions & 
Meeting, ESP Chairman James Kels stated, "We will F@%llment, ESPLtd). 
work from our strengths as a journal publisher to ex- 
pand and enhance our business by adding new prod- 
ucts and services, particularly for industry and par- 
ticularly by using electronics." 

The point of this strategy is to increase business vol- 
u%e and the impetus of ESP's growth rate. Of course, 
the arrival of Pergamon Press (400 journals and 200 
new books per year) has radically boosted both busi- 
ness volume and growth rate in one fell swoop. Al- 
though perhaps overshadowed in impact by this cor- 
porate acquisition, the other additions in the UK and 
New York are just as highly significant to ESP's con- 
tinued academic and professional programs. 

cluding large brokerage firms, which handle the buy- 
ing and selling of journals. Knowing the type of prod- 
uct in which ESPC was interested, brokers approached 
ESPC with potential products held by individuals, or 
large publishing firms who'd decided to divest them- 
selves of a good journal no longer compatible with a 
particular product mix. ESPC could offer good re- 
sources in terms of development and distribution, so 
could choose from a wide variety of products. 

Many acquisitions came through the brokers, but 
not all. Others came through a method known as 
"prospecting." By collecting names of publishers and 
their products from well-known serial directories, 
Schlosser set up a database of material which might be 

L USA Sources attractive to ESPC. Contacting the owner of the prop- 
erty, he collected the necessary information that told 

I ~~~k in 1988, when ~ i ~ h ~ ~ l  ~~~~~~d was ESPC him whether it would be a worthwhile acqdisition. 
President, members of New York's management team 
began focussing on acquiring journals in the pro- 

b e s s i o n a l  market. Ronald (Ron) Schlosser, now Res- UK Resources 
ident but then Vice President Marketing, did the actual 
investigations. Paul Weislogel, Vice President and 
Publishing Director, evaluated the editorial fit of po- 
tential acquisitions, while J. Edwin Rowan, Senior 
Vice President Finance, analyzed them from the stand- 
point of economic viability. 

"Timing," explains Ron Schlosser, "is the key to ac- 
quiring new products; consistently being there and 
keeping in touch with people." His search for ap- 
propriate material took him down several avenues, in- 

Several members of ESP Ltd's management team, in- 
cluding Derk Haank, Chris Lloyd and Norman Paskin, 
were involved in acquiring the new UK titles. Derk 
Haank points out, "You shouldn't assume that things 
come about immediately. Quite a few acquisitions 
have taken a while to come to fruition. In the case of 
Computational Mechanics, for instance, negotiations 
began some time ago, when Hans Gieskes was chief 
executive in the UK." 



A launch meeting for a new ESPC Inc. acquisition gathers together the expertise of many different de- 
partments. Shown here are (l-r): Susan Schmidler (Design), Gino Benza (Marketing), Clay Cordon (Mar- 
keting), Phi1 Schqfer (Desk Editorial), Janet Bailey (Publishing Services Group), Kerry O'Rourke (Pro- 
duction), Bob Biedennan (Journal Customer Service), Jill O'NeiU (Marketing Services) and Barry GIassberg 
(Fuljillment). 

Some newly acquired titles have a relatively modest 
turnover at present. In many cases, ESP is much better 
placed than the original publisher to take advantage of 
developing markets. Other titles are already profitable 
in their own right, but will benefit from professional 
development alongside related titles or from the skills 
developed in-house. 

Abstract journals and databases c& take advantage 
of the economies of scale and efficiencies offered by 
the abstract publishing operation in Norwich, Elsevier1 
Geo Abstracts. Although still centered on the Geo list, 
Norwich is increasingly being used as a service for the 
production of abstract titles in other areas. Pro- 
fessional magazines are being moved up-market in ap- 
pearance and developed editorially by Chris Lloyd's 
team at Elsevier Advanced Technology in Oxford. 

More traditional journals will fit either with Elsevi- 
er Applied Science in Barking or elsewhere in ESP: 
Norman Paskin explains, "We don't mind moving a ti- 
tle to another location, if it seems best suited there. 
The case of Biotechnology Insight is a good example. 
As a stand-alone newsletter it wasn't very successful, 
nor very attractive to a publisher. But, by merging it 
with European Biotechnology Newsletter, which is 
published by Alain Devanlay's team at Editions 
Scientifiques Elsevier in Paris, ESP overall benefits 
immensely ." 

Collaboration 
Why the sudden upsurge in the number of titles ac- 
quired in the UK? 

"Firstly, there's a general recession taking place 
ere," Derk Haank replies. "This has particularly hit 
some publishing organizations with large advertising- 
based or national lists. They're now loobng to make 
cuts, and one way of doing this is to retrench into their 
core businesses. Anything peripheral to their activities 
-- which isn't so to ESP's -- can be picked up quite 
cost-effectively ." 

"Secondly," adds Paskin, "we're growing in con- 
fidence as we establish ways of doing things which are 
proven to work. We wouldn't have been so keen to 
take on the STI abstract journals and re-launch them 
unless we'd already been through the same process 

with Geo Abstracts' titles a couple of years ago." 
ESP's system of producing and marketing mag- 

azines for industry (in Oxford and Paris for instance) 
is also well proven. It's made it easier to add titles on 
more cost-effective terms. Chris Llayd agrees. CThat's 
the third reason for the rise in acquisitions. There's a 
mushroom effect from our contacts with other titles. 
Each one we acquire puts us into contact with a new 
group of related publishers, so we get to know more 
about other possibilities. Once we've done business 
with a company, it's easier to go back to them again. 
That important element of trust has been established." 
In the UK, ESP is becoming more recognized in the 
professional market as well as in its traditional ac- 
ademic area. Paskin explains, "This means some ven- 
dors who wouldn't have considered us in the past now 
do so. We've actually turned down some things of- 
fered to us." 

But the upsurge in new titles hasn't stopped yet. 
Derk Haank reveals, "We are currently discussing new 
potential acquisitions together with people in h- 
sterdam. Several of our recent takeovers fit strongly 
with existing ESP titles. We certainly intend to take 
advantage of this by mergers or collaborations when- 
ever appropriate. Otherwise we won't be fully ben- 
efiting from the deal." 

When a deal is concluded, in many ways the real 
work has just begun, especially for the service de- 
partments in-house. Chris Lloyd points out, "Almost 
al l  of the industrial journals acquired by ESP Ltd and 
now published by Elsevier Advanced Technology 
have been completely rebuilt in terms of editorial con- 
tent, advertising sales and design. Relaunched journals 
are actively marketed by the distribution of sample 
copies to appropriate selections from our in-house da- 
tabase of industry professionals." 

In-House Adaption 
In New York, a similar story can be told. According to 
ESPC marketing services coordinator Jill O'Neill, 
"Adapting an acquisition into an Elsevier product is 
rather like doing a jigsaw puzzle, all the in-house de- 
partments interlock together to create-a new whole." 

As soon as a contract is signed, an inter- 
departmental launch meeting is held to share as much 



information as possible about the new title. Cu'stomer 
services. fultjllment. and sales staff hear about the 
schedules necessary to bring in the journal without dis- 
ruption to the customer. 
Desk editors need to merge a new title into their ed- 

itorial processing streams. Acquisitions editors have to 
ensure the continuity of material and also ivork with 
existing editorial boards who. understandably. may be 
unsure about what transferring to a new publisher 
means. 

Marketing staff are called upon to assess the world- 
wide market for an acquired journal. Senior marketing 

, manager Clay Gordon explains. "That means re- 
searching the market segments. prioritizing those sep- 
ments based on our assessment. and then maximizing 
ESP's resources to reach the targetcd markets -- and 

- generating subscriptions too. I think a new acquisition 
makes a marketing manager's work interesting and 
challenging." 

"You really come to appreciate the work others do." 
adds Clinical Science marketilig manager Gino Benza. 
who points out the need for in-house coordination. 
"We might need a sample cover for promotion pur- 
poses. but we can't just borrow a piece of artwork 
from the designers without checking the schedules set 

by pfoduction'staff." 
An unusual acquisition such as ESPC's C1irrii.s irr 

Dernrcrtology. with the format and appearance of a 
book but the frequency of a journal. stretches staff 
skills across traditional manufacturing boundaries. 
Production manager Kerry O'Rourke says. "Working 
on new acquisitions gives production staff the chance 
to use their talents to the full." 
Taking over subscriptions is seldom easy. Often the 

previous subscription system works differently. and 
records may be fragmentary. if they exist at all. Di- 
rector of Fulfillment. Margot Russell says. "The 
biggest challenge is getting the list of subscribers on to 
our computer in time for the next issue." 

~ s s o c k t e  publishing director Janet Bailey says. 
"Sometimes departments comvlain at the short notice 
given them i~bout an incoming product." Recently. one 
new journal was acquired on a Friday afternoon. There 
was general disbelief when staff learned that it would 
be physically in-house the following Monday. Busi- 
ness files had to be shifted between offices over the 
weekend and cubicles found for the new desk editors. 
"But thanks to the professionalis~n of all involved." 
says Bailey. "the journal proceeded on schedule." W 

New and Forthcoming Titles in the UK and USA 
Since January 1990 : ESP Ltd has acquired around 
30 subscription-based titles (peer-reviewed journals. 

; professional magazines or bulletins). which will for111 
pad of Elsevier's publishing assets in the future. either 
directly or as strengthening mergers into existing ti-  
tles. These include: 
- At11.arrc.c~tl M~tc~rirrls .lorrrrrcrl 

i - Biotcc~lrrrology lrr.si,qlrt 
. - Conrl>rrtc~r Arrtlit U/>rlrrlt~ 

- Conr/>rrtt>r L ~ I M *  trrrtl Sclt,rrrity Rc~/>or.t 
- Filtr~crriorr crrrtl So/>cr,urtiorr 
- Mtrrirre Resorrrc.~ Et~orronric~s 
- Mctcil P O M Y I P ~  Rtll>or.t 

: - N c l ~ ~ o r k  Morritor 
- Orrlirrc~ Firrtrrrt.e 
.Wn)tvss Bioi~l~c~r~ristr:~ 

j: - Reir!fi)rc,etl P1trstic.s 
1 - Srr!firc.c~ Morort Irrt~rrrtitiorrtrl 
C - Tlrruc~lFi~~c~s Rc11.ic1~- 

- Worl l  Tertilr~ Ahstrtri~ts 

ESPC Inc. has acquired the following subscription- 
based. peer-reviewed titles: 
- .lorrrrrcrl r~f'Dc~rr~rcrtolo,qii~ Srr,;qc~r;\~ t ~ r ~ d  Orrc~olo,qy 
- .lorrr.rrcrl of' Dicrhcqit. Conrl>lic~crtiorr.s 
- C1irtic.s irr D~rnrcrtology 
- Irrtrlli~qcrrr Irutrrmrc~rrts trrrd Conrl>rrtc~.s 
- Matcricr1.s crrrd Proc.~.ssirr,q Rc'l>ort 

Since January 1991 : ESP Ltd has acquired the Sci- 
entific and Technical Information (STI) imprint. con- 
sisting of seven subscription-based titles (newsletters 
and journals). about ten books and the Fluidex on-line 
database (abstracts in fluid engineering and related ar- 
eas) which is being continued. The printed abstract 
journals derived from the database have been ra- 
tionalized from the 14 separate titles at the time of the 

, acquisition into the following titles: 

The book list of the Institution of Mining and Metal- 
lurgy (IMM). a professional body, has also been taken 
on. Both STI and IMM have back-list titles which ESP 
Ltd is helping to market. although no stock has been 
bought. 

Since May 1991 : ESPC Inc. has acquired this pro- 
fessional-trade magazine: 
--Metal Finishing 

In addition. this year ESPC is further expanding its 
clinical and professional publishing program by start- 
ing up the following new journals: 
- Arrrrtr1.s r!f' El~it l~r~riolo~qy 
- Rrrssitrrr .lorrrrrtrl c!f'Err,qirrc~c~r~ir~ TIr~ntu)~>Iry.sie:s 
- Rrr.ssicrrr .lorrrrrcrl ~!~ 'T I IPoIYI I '~~NI  trrrd A])/>lied 

Mci.herrric.s 
- Trc~rrt1.s irr Cur~tlio~~er.sc~rrlcrr Mctlicirtc~ 
- Wonrc~rr's Hc~trltlr I.ssrrc~s 

As from January 1992 : Acquired from Freund Pub- 
lishing House. ESP Ltd will publish: 
- R e , 3 i ~ ~ : s  irr Po~~ckcr. Mc~tcrllrrr,qy urrd P/!\.sic.crl 
Cercrnric~.s 

And. acquired from Computational Mechanics Pub- 
lications Ltd. ESP Ltd will publish these peer- 
reviewed primary or review article journals: 
- Ad~*trrlc~e.s ill Weitcr Ra.sorriu~cls 
- Ael~~crrrc~es irr Eir,qirrc~oirt~ Sr!fl~-cr,u 
- Apl~lietl Oc~etrrr Rcs~re.11 
- Soil Dyr~r~tlic.s trrrcl Etrrthqrrtrke E~rgirrc~crirr~ 
- E~r~irrc~erirrg Arrer1y.si.s ~. ir lr  Borrrrclerr:~ E1e~nrt~rrt.s 
- Prol>trhilistic. Errgirrcc~rirr,q Arrtr!\..si.s 
- Arti~ie~iirl Intclli,qcni~~ irr Err,yirrc~erirr,q 
- Err~irorrnrc~rrttrl S(?fin*urc> 
- Elc~i~trosr!ti 
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Pergamon and Elsevier, Counterparts in Science Publishing 

The deed is done, the sale is 
complete, Pergamon has become 
part of Elsevier. And Michael 
Boswood, a member of Elsevier 
Science's Board of Man- 
agement, has become Per- 
gamon's new Managing Di- 
rector. "In my talks with 
Pergamon people," says Bos- 
wood, "I always emphasize that 
Elsevier is an organization that 
thrives on discussion and con- 
sensus. I think a lot of inter- 
personal contact is to be encour- 
aged." 

Elsevier Science Finance Di- 
rector Jos Overdevest shares this 
view. Not that long ago, he was 
in Oxford for a meeting with 
Pergamon staff and, he recalls 
with a smile, "Someone said 
goede morgen to me, a very nice 
welcoming gesture. Most Per- 
gamon people seem to like the 
idea that they've become part of 
Elsevier and not some huge mul- 
tinational conglomerate that 
knows nothing about science 
publishing. They know us. We 

both know what we're talking 
about. After all, we used to be 
competitors." 

Once competitors but now 
counterparts, Pergamon and El- 
sevier have much in common. 
For instance, both have highly 
skilled and experienced staff 
working on generally comple- 
mentary publishing programs. 
Affinities like these made the ar- 
rival of Pergamon so exciting 
for Elsevier people. When news 
of the deal broke, many rec- 
ognized it as a truly once-in-a- 
lifetime event. 

Patrick Jackson, Deputy Di- 
rector of the Academic Pub- 
lishing Division (APD) and Pub- 
lisher of the APD Chemistry & 
Chemical Engineering program, 
explains the enthusiasm for the 
deal. "It's a very welcome 
chance to increase market share 
in a way that only comes up 
once in every 50 years. Joining 
together is also a defensive 
move in the sense that the new 
combination is bigger than any 

Michael Boswood : "If you 
have a question, just use the 
phone. " 

potential aggressor coming into 
the picture. Taking over the both 
of us will be that much more 
difficult." 

The market's response has 
been generally good. Although 
some librarians have expressed 
concern about the publishing 
monopoly issue, Elsevier hasn't 
had any negative feedback from 
authors and editors. Stra- 
tegically, Elsevier and Per- 
gamon are stronger together 
with regard to investment in the 
changing science market. APD 
Deputy Director of Marketing 
Hans Roosendaal observes, "It's 
much better to do this from a 
combined platform rather than 
from two companies standing 
alone. It also means that the sci- 
ence information world will 
look at us with certain expecta- 
tions." 

And what of the expectations 
in-house? Granted, the two com- 
panies do have different pro- 
cedures and ways of looking at 
things, but that doesn't mean 
that Pergamon will be remolded 

Some of the Elsevier Science directors who took part in the nego- in image. APD Pub- 

tiations of Pergamon (l-r) : Frans Visscher, Herman Frank, Patrick lishing Director Herman Frank 

Jackson, Jos Overdevest and Hans Roosendaal. considers, "There's absolutely 
no reason to think that Elsevi- 
er's ways are any better than 

Pergamon's, the contrary may 
well be true in some areas." 

Indeed, some things are done 
differently in the various Elsevi- 
er Science locations. This is 
quite acceptable where there are 
valid business reasons for the 
differences and international co- 
ordination is taken into account. 

Positive Contact 
Michael Boswood has much ex- 
perience of international co- 
ordination as a member of the 
Board of Management. An ef- 
fective and often witty com- 
municator himself, Boswood 
likes keeping communication 
lines short and simple. "If you 
have a question, just use the 
phone," he says. "But of course, 
a proper structure for formal co- 
ordination between Pergamon 
and Elsevier is needed and I'm 
happy that this is being actively 
considered by the Board of 
Management." 

As far as possible the acquisi- 
tion programs should be co- 
ordinated. Herman Frank ex- 
plains, "It looks wrong to the 
outside world if this week, one 
of Elsevier's acquisitions editors 
approaches either an author or 
editor or a society repre- 
sentative, and a week later 
somebody from Pergamon (or 
from any other Elsevier location 
for that matter) comes to the 
same person with a competing 
offer." 

Both Pergamon and Elsevier 
have very strong publishing pro- 
grams. Patrick Jackson suggests, 
"It would be interesting to make 
controlled comparisons of jour- 
nals we have in similar fields. 
We can learn from these com- 
parisons. We would benefit 
from working together closely 
in certain areas, and there's also 
the possibility of gaining more 
benefits from economy of 
scale." 

Impressed by the high calibre 
of Pergamon staff, Jos Over- 
devest would like to have more 
Elsevier people visit Oxford to 
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see how Pergamon has got 
things set up. "And of course," 
he adds, "Pergamon staff should 
visit us to see our set-up. It 
should really be a two-way 

. street in communication." 
No matter how good the com- 

munication is, being acquired by 
another company is not always 
smooth sailing for the people in- 
volved. Frans Visscher, Director 
of Personnel & Organization, 

, takes the human repercussions 
A .  

seriously. "If you suddenly be- 
long to another organization, 
you might see that as a threat," 
he says, "but I hope Pergamon's 

. people will see it as an op- , 
portunity. Apart from anything 
else, career-wise it means there 
are so many more options avail- 
able." 

Michael Boswood hopes that 
the new connection with Elsevi- 

I er will broaden the horizons for 
' people in Pergamon so that "it 
: adds a new dimension to their 

jobs. I must say that the contacts 
made to date have been most 
positive and constructive." 

Heman Frank sums up the 
prevalent feeling at Elsevier. 
"Pergamon is very welcome 

P here and I hope they feel that 
&bo. I think it's been a very good 
*smove for both companies. How- 

ever, we shouldn't be com- 
placent and think, now we've 
got it made because there's no 
more serious, commercial com- 
petition in our league. Size is 
not always an advantage. I re- 
member from my palaeontology 
classes long ago that the small 

, mammal predators ultimately 
got the better of the large dino- 
saurs. We must remain alert and 
flexible." He pauses a moment, 
then adds with a hint of regret, 
"It's true, Pergamon kept us on 
our toes." 

P But the last word on the new 
alliance should go to Michael 

' Boswood. "Here we've been 
talking about what Elsevier feels 
about Pergamon," he says. "In a 
future issue I look forward to 

,,reading about what Pergamon 
staff have to say about their El- 
, sevier counterparts." I 

Advertising Elsevier Science 

Scientists may know what Elsevier Science Publishers stands for, but 
they are not always aware that a large and complex organization lies 
behind ESP's Elsevier, North-Holland, Excerpta Medica and Per- 
gamon publications. This can sometimes cause problems in the labor 
market. In order to find the right people for two key functions within 
ESP -- desk editor and acquisitions editor -- candidates need to have a 
certain familiarity with ESP, the type of company it is now and wants 
to be in the future, and what type of work it has to offer. 

Up until recently, ESP's image on the Dutch labor market was kept 
modestly low-profile and was probably considered dull. ESP man- 
agement changed this by com-missioning BvH, a communication con- 
sultancy bureau in Rotterdam, to create attractive and informative per- 
sonnel advertisements for those key functions of desk editing i n d  
acquisition. 

Both Dutch-language advertisements appeared recently in news- 
papers and magazines in the Netherlands, but before they did, advance 
copies were distributed to staff at ESP Amsterdam and Northprint 
(Meppel). ESP Chairman James Kels noted at the time, "We thought 
it a good idea to inform ESP employees of this first. The image 
evoked will be familiar to you." 

Public reaction to both ads was overwhelming, which caused some 
criticism in-house. Hundreds of applications were received, too many 
for the number of available positions. Evidently the majority were in- 
appropriate and this made selecting candidates with suitable profiles a 
time-consuming job, particularly for the desk editorial staff involved. 
Perhaps, they suggest, future ads could be worded more explicitly in 
terms of the requirements of desk editing for a publisher operating in 
the international market; for example, the need to have a good com- 
mand of both written and spoken English. 

Acknowledging this criticism of the campaign, ESP Director of 
Personnel & Organization Frans Visscher points out, "Nonetheless, 
we're generally pleased with the exposure we gained. It means we 
have achieved our main objective of attracting attention to ESP in the 
Dutch labor market." 

FOOTNOTE: In a recent issue of The Independent newspaper of Lon- 
don, the following item appeared: "The Elsevier board has evidently 
developed a taste for the takeover game following its successful bid 
for Robert Maxwell's Pergamon Press. The science publisher is al- 
ready advertising for an acquisition editor. 
"Someone must feel that they got a good price." 
-- sent in by Nick Baker from Barking. I 

Sales Database 
The sales-force calls on ap- 
proximately 2000 libraries a 
year. Working in close coop- 
eration with US- and Arn- 
sterdam-based sales managers, 
the Sales Support Group (SSG, 
formerly the Sales Development 
Group) in Amsterdam has de- 
veloped a computerized method 
of collecting and storing in- 
formation from all those visits to 
libraries, and processing it in a 
central Sales Calls Database. 
Constantly updated, the new da- 
tabase will play an important 
role in making valuable market 
feedback available fast to ESP's 
global sales- and marketing- 
forces. 

Using a new, standard call re- 
port form, individual sales man- 
agers will be able to enter "hard" 
data from their library calls (the 
number of visits to a particular 
library, the type of promotional 
material presented) into a file on 
a personal computer. The form 
also covers additional "soft" 
data (the library's use of elec- 
tronic systems, its decision- 
making process, funding, sales 
potential, attitude to Elsevier). 
The data will be forwarded regu- 
larly on floppy disk to Am- 
sterdam to feed the Sales Calls 
Database. 

The versatility of its reporting 
facilities makes the Sales Calls 
Database a very useful in- 
strument for many people. Apart 
from generating information 
useful to management, the data- 
base can be used to create a va- 
riety of reports, tailored to suit 
the individual needs of mar- 
keting and sales staff. The SSG 
produced the first quarterly 
Sales Calls Database report in 
June 1991. For more info please 
contact David Shah (Am- 
sterdam) or Mary Fugle (New 
York). I 
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Science Journalism, the Best of Both Worlds 
Declan M. Butler 

Seldom are Elsevier's many 
science publications pro- 
duced in-house by journal- 
ists. Here Declan M. Butler, 
Ph.D., from Editions Scien- 
tifiques Elsevier in Paris 
(ESEP), gives a personal ac- 
count of his transition from 
science to journalism. 

The Biofutur team, relaxing in the ~ard in  des PIantes adjacent to the offue of Editions 
ScientiJiques Elsevier in Paris. Back row (l-r): Euphrasie Kuevidjen (secretary), Christine 
Nom'Ue (Editor-in-Chiefl, Hkl2ne Therre (journalist), Christine Chadirac (editorial sec- 
refary), Annette Millet (journalist), Thierry Damerval (Editor). Front row: Declan Butler 
(journalist) and Valkrie Moati (information officer). 

picked up my first copy of Biofutur on the 
way to the interview. It was in the back of 
the kiosk, hidden from view by stacks of 

plastic-covered glossies. It was in a foreign 
language, but I liked the cartoon$. and pic- 
tures, and felt a growing sense of optimism 
and purpose. The interview was also to be in 
French, but I %as ppared: my Berlitz pock- 
et phrase-book pressed wann against me. I 
got the job, but the initial elation gave way to 
the reality of what I'd done. I had given up 
my meticulously charted route to the Nobel 
Prize. I had traded my articulate English for 
the babblings of an enfant, and accepted in- 
stant inflation of 300% in the price of Guin- 
ness. I was an expatriate scientist. 

Leaving research is accorded with as much 
respect as quitting the Catholic priesthood: 
you must have failed, you must have un- 
natural desires, you are tainted. There is little 
refuge among real journalists either: you 
have no f m a l  training nor did you undergo 
the mandatory ten years on your local rag do- 

ing the daily rounds of the fire station, court- 
house and hospital. 

But what's it really like to be a science 
journalist? It's the best of both worlds. 
Helped by past scientific training and ex- 
perience of research, the journalist must keep 
his or her finger on the pulse of science, and 
moreover interpret new developments in re- 
lation to the real world. 

Primarily I'm editor of the European Bio- 
technology Newsletter (EBN) a fortnightly 
newspapar (2Q tknes a year) for the ex- 
ecutives of the industry: as a journalist, I'm 
also directly involved with Biofutur, a 
monthly magazine which offers French read- 
ers a worldwide panorama of biotechnology. 
News gathered by EBN also appears, several 
weeks later, in Biofutur. EBN covers the lat- 
est developments in research and business in 
biotechnology, throughout Europe: from mo- 
lecular biology and venture capital to the in- 
tricacies of policy and intellectual property 
law. With a subscription costing £305, read- 

ers expect fresh news (still warm), insight, 
scoops and analysis. Keeping au fait with the 
biotechnology world and actually writing the 
newsletter in time for the next deadline can 
be like trying to re-mount your windsurf, be- , 

fore the next wave hits. 

What Makes a Story? 
There are many systems for news-gathering: 
the first relies on co-operation between the 
whole Biofutur team of in-house journalists. 
We scan large numbers of publications daily, 
selecting news and article ideas. Sometimes, 
as I sip my cafe, draw on a Gauloise and read 
New Scientist, I smile as I realise I'm being 
paid to do what I used to do anyway. There 
are few smiles when your desk is cluttered 
with still-to-be-read volumes of proposed EC 
legislation, a legal treatise on the patenting of 
life, or a paper from Nature, which you've 



already been through three times without be- 
ing any wiser. The key to making a story,out 
of available news is the follow-up, the angle 
which was missed, the relevance to another 
apparently unrelated event. 

The mail also brings its harvest of news, 
although mostly weeds. An institute which . 
claims breathtaking discoveries every week 
cries wolf, and few companies (with perhaps 
the exception of Perrier) go out of their way 
to publicise the less successful or acceptable 
parts of their operations. A cavernous and 
hungry bin is the journalist's first rough se- 
lection tool. 

Conferences are a major source of in- 
formation. The act of dragging oneself from 
the desk and meeting and talking to real sci- 
entists, industrialists and politicians is also 
an important check on the risk of your writ- 
ing becoming academic and removed from 
reality. 

It can be fun and you do get to see most of 
Europe. At other times it's different. You 
take the night train from Paris to Hannover. 
You listen to talk after talk, the mediocrity of 
most of them accentuated by the monotonous 
simultaneous translation in your headphones. 
You dash back to Paris on 2nd Class rail, 
scribbling out your stories for tomorrow's 
deadline en route (because Elsevier, the com- 
munications giant, apparently still hasn't 
heard of laptop computers). You finally ar- 
rive back in the office, bleary-eyed and hun- 
gry, and the moralising majority, the pub- 
lishing side of ESEP, thinks you have been 
off on a jolly. 

The last and most important source of 
news are your contacts, a network of sleepers 
within the laboratories and industries of Eu- 
rope, who have either grudges against their 
employers, are opportunists, or else have an 
uncontrollable urge to confess. No, seriously, 
I should say our contacts within the industry 
are the result of valuable relationships built 
up over a long period of time on the basis of 
mutual trust and respect and a common be- 
lief that biotechnology holds one key to 
many of the world's major problems and as 
such should be promoted. 

The telephone is the journalist's best 
friend and you quickly learn its ways. The 
medium has many advantages. People with 
whom I have spoken previously on the phone 
are often surprised to find that I'm di- 
minutive, bespectacled and about as well- 
built as your airerage wage packet. The pow- 
er voice is one of the first tricks of the tele- 
phone (seduction, ego-massaging and the art 
of the empty threat come later). 

Interviews in different countries can be 
wrapped up in less than a quarter of an how. 
The otherwise inaccessible Chief Executive 
Officer can often be reached, after you have 
convinced his secretary that the company is 
liable to meet with catastrophe if you are un- 
able to speak with him. 
As I stroll to work along the leafy boule- 

vards, the Eiffel Tower standing out against 
the misty heat of the morning sky, I some- 
times cast my memory back to laboratory 
life. Go back to research? Never. I 

Bon Anniversaire 
Eagerly anticipated, the 100th issue of Biofutur was cel- 
ebrated on April 9, 1991, at the Parc des Expositions de la 
Porte de Versailles in Paris. Adorned for the occasion with 
a special cover featuring the luminous colours of liquid 
crystals, the anniversary issue made a remarkable impact 
at the opening of BioExpo 91, the fourth in a series of bio- 
technology fairs organised by Biofutur. 

Everyone associated with Biofutur since its first day of 
creation had been invited; friends and advisers, creators 
and collaborators. It was a warm and relaxed get- 
together with some tears shed at the memory of the hard 
times shared, past enthusiasms, difficulties and impas- 
sioned discussions. 

All this emotion enhanced the official inauguration cerem 
BioExpo 91. Hubert Curien, the French ~ i i s t e r  of ~esearch and Technology, was 
the honoured guest who gave the sign for start of the event. He had been welcomed by Elsevier 
Science Chairman James Kels, speaking in French, who pointed out to the many people present 
from the world of biotechnology that science publishers are also capable of technological in- 
novation. 

A sumptuous buffet had been prepared by the great Parisian traiteur, Daloyau. The wines 
had been chosen carefully by an expert, Alain Devanlay, Managing Director of Editions Scien- 
tifiques Elsevier, who also traced the dynamic history of Biofutur. In conclusion he said, "After 
the time of the visionaries comes the time of the managers: in our profession we call them pub- 
lishers." 

Created in 1982 and published by Editions Scientifiques Elsevier since 1988, Biofutur gives 
a comprehensive picture of the world of biotechnology and its applications. Each month Bio- 
futur presents a collection of scientific, technical, commercial, economic and legal information. 
It also examines company activities, the commercialisation of new products and offers a tech- 
nological supplement, Le Technoscope, which informs readers about the latest developments in 
a particular technique or type of material. With articles published mainly in French, Biofutur 
has built up a very good reputation in France and has about 6000 subscribers. 

Alain Devanlay (left) and 
James Kels at the opening 
of BioExpo 91 in Paris, 
where the 100th issue of 
Bio futur was Pted. 

Hubert Curien Cfar right), French Minister of Research and Technology, addressing the 
BioExpo 91 audience. 



P R O F I L E  --- 
Dr Eric Duffey and the Wildlife of Wadenhoe 
Nick Baker 

A large female Great Raft Spider (Polonedes plantarius) which was found on the border be- Dr Duffey9 OBE' is a tween Nodolk and Suvolk in England. Even arachnophobics will be saddened to hear that 

renowned name in this beautiful spider, with its distinctive bright yellow stripes, has become rare to find in 
Europe. 

wildlife conservation and 
has a particular interest in 
arachnid (spider) ecology. 
He is the longstanding editor 
of Elsevier Applied Science 
Publishers' Biological Con- 
servation. while his wife, A A 
Rita, plays an important 

L 

sub-editorial role. 
Publishing manager 

Nick Baker, a self- 
confessed 
arachno- 
phobic 
who is in charge of the 
Environmental Sciences list 
at EASP, wrote this profile 
after visiting the Duffey's 
spider-decorated 
~ a d e n h o i  in 
shire, England. 

home at 
Carnbridge- 

' ven for an arachnophobic, a visit to 
Eric and Rita Duffey's home is an- 
ticipated with pleasure. Why? Because 

(notwithstanding the spiders) the Duffeys re- 
side in the exquisite, feudal village of Wa- 
denhoe --complete with resident squire -- lo- 
cated in the picturesque Nene Valley of 
Cambridgeshire (go to Cambridge, left a bit, 
up a bit and there you are). 

The village itself is in a conservation area 
where most of the buildings, even the pub 
and the post office, are thatched and built of 
cream-coloured Cotswold stone; all extreme- 
ly pleasing to the eye. Within the bounds of 
the village is a small 12th century church, 
with a dark and ancient history all its own. 
Next to the village is a bird reserve of lakes 

and wetlands, where Eric Duffey excercises 
his passion for ornithology (birds). 

Vistors are always graciously welcomed at 
Cergne House, the Duffey's home in Wa- 
denhoe, and discussions usually begin in the 
conservatory overlooking their back garden, 
which slopes down to a river and meadows. 
Conversations turn gently to the publishing 
business of the day. 

Spider Specialist 
Eric Duffey began his career at the the Uni- 
versities of Leicester and Oxford, working at 
the latter under the influential Charles Elton, 



Dr Eric Duffey, editor of the leading journal, Biological Conservation, relaxes with cross- 
word and cup of tea while on a spider-hunting expedition in Spain. 

FRS (Fellow of the Royal Society), the father 
of British animal ecology. Following this 
came a seminal period of work at the Nature 
Conservancy Council, under the direction of 
E.M. Nicholson, whose drive and enthusiasm 
made the organisation a force to be reckoned 
with. In 1%2, Eric was awarded the OBE 
(Order of the British Empire) for Services to 
Nature Conservation. From 1962-1974, Eric 
was head of Heathland and Grassland Re- 
search at Monks Wood Experimental Station 
and, thereafter, an advisory officer to the 
same station when it became part of the Na- 
tional Environmental Research Council. 

Throughout the development of his broad 
interests in animal and plant ecology, Eric 
has maintained a specialist knowledge of 
arachnology and has been president of both 
the British Arachnological Society and the 
International Arachnological Congress. In- 
deed, spiders are a theme at Wadenhoe. They 
are on the walls, on books, jumpers, ties, 
mugs and scarves -- drawn, stuffed, knitted, 
carved, etc. -- anyone with a touch of arach- 
nophobia has to be careful not to be too in- 
timidated. The Great Raft Spider, now a Eu- 
ropean rarity, is one of Eric's personal 
favourites. 

Crucial Conservation 
Since its early days, Biological Conservation 
has grown through Eric's control to become 
the leading outlet for quality papers in its 
field. The journal was initiated following dis- 
cussions between the founding editor, Nich- 
olas Polunin, and an approach to Eric by the 
irrepressible Leslie Raynor (the founding fa- 
ther of today's Elsevier Applied Science 
Publishers; managing director from 1963 un- 
til his retirement in 1984). Biological Con- 

servation commenced publication in 1969. 
Eric joined it shortly afterwards. 

Eric reflects, "I saw the journal as a won- 
derful opportunity to promote a cause, which 
I realised was to become of increasing im- 
portance throughout the world." The growth 
and reputation of the journal echoes his sen- 
timents. Now with over 100 papers published 
per annum and subscribers in well over 50 
countries around the world, the journal is a 
burgeoning success. Its coverage of con- 
servation ecology is relevant to universities 
and research institutes alike, while the em- 
phasis on practical applications of the re- 
search results is important to all land man- 
agers, from those dealing with landscape 
design problems to those whose concern is 
nature reserve management. 

Of course, there is a sour note underlying 
the journal's theme of wildlife preservation 
and conservation, and the wise use of bio- 
logical and allied natural resources. Eric re- 
calls with both nostalgia and sadness, "Many 
of the fine wild places that I have known 
have since disappeared through drainage, 
reclamation and agricultural use." 

This is particularly so in the case of wet- 
lands around the globe, which are important 
habitats maintaining a high level of species 
diversity. "The acreage of such habitats is in 
rapid decline," says Eric. "I hope that the 
journal will be seen to make contribution to 
the crucial matter of the conservation of 
plant and animal specias and their habitats in 
a changing and increasingly man-dominated 
biosphere." 

His work on the journal has become part 
and parcel of Eric's own career development. 
He explains, "It has helped me to establish a 
network of international contacts and travel 
which in turn feed back to the journal." 
Biological Conservation is now growing be- 
yond the direct editorship of just Eric Duffey 

himself. A co-editor based at the University 
of California, Davis, Dr Christine Schoen- 
wald-Cox, has taken on active responsibility 
for North American material. And recently, 
Dr Brim Woods, also from Monks Wood 
Experimental Station, UK, joined the journal 
as associate editor to assist Eric in future 
years. 

Throughout Eric's involvement with Bio- 
logical Conservation, Rita Duffey has been a 
consistent and unflagging support. She bea- 
vers away in the attic of Cergne House, 
which has been transformed into a library/ 
office/journal admin/sub-editorial unit. 

Acknowledging the role played by Rita 
Duffey, the EASP desk editor responsible for 
Biological Conservation, Sue Nicholls says, 
"I only wish that all my journals ran so 
smoothly and efficiently." 

As to the future, in conjunction with on- 
going journal developments, EASP is cur- 
rently discussing a number of parallel pub- 
lications with Eric Duffey. These include a 
book series on Conservation Management 
Wd a possible Handbook of Conservation 
Management, based around plans for a First 
World Congress, which will be sponsored by 
the journal and organised by Penny Moon, 
the conference organiser from Elsevier Ad- 
vanced Technology in Oxford. These in- 
itiatives will contribute further towards the 
still emerging science of what man is doing 
to his environment, while on a personal lev- 
el, they also supply the excuse to revisit Wa- 
denhoe, subject to local spider density! rn 

The foremost outlet for quality papers in the 
field of conservation biology. Recent papers 
include a study of the habitat requirements 
of English dormice (now a very scarce 
woodland species mainly confined to South- 
ern England) and a report on the control of 
New Zealand's feral goats (widespread 
pests which threaten the survival of in- 
digeneous plants and animals). 
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A Day in the Life of a Journal Manager 

er in lovely lakeside Lausanne is not 
unlike being a toreador in a bullring: you spend most of the 
time dealing with delicate situations, watched by a multi- 

sted parties. Here is a run-down of 
urnal managers at Elsevier Sequoia, Ian Beecroft, 
and :John McKillop, get up to in their average, 

y definition, journal managers man- 
age. "We don't carry out the various 
journal-handling tasks ourselves," ex- 
John McKillop, "but see to it that they 

are done. For instance, we are not desk ed- 
itors, we have a team of such experts styling 
manuscripts, proofreading, making master 
proofs, final corrections and preparing in- 
dexes." 

Journal managers are not acquisitions ed- 
itors either. Elsevier Sequoia's acquisitions 
are usually looked after by academic editors, 
editorial board. members and, continues 
McKillop, "a certain Louk Bergmans, one of 
our colleagues in Lausanne. But we do ac- 
quire from time to time, be it conference pro- 
ceedings, special-topic issues, dedication or 
commemorative numbers and the like for our 
existing journals, plus developing new sec- 
tions for those journals." 

"Likewise, in emergencies," adds Ian Bee- 
croft, "we are supposed to be able to check 
and change manuscript styling, prepare mas- 
ter proofs, make indexes, and so forth." 

"Our scientific backgrounds (chemistry, 
metallurgy, geology) are often of use, if you 



business 
, Charlie 
Beecrofl. 

at Sequoia 
Chaplin, John 

(l-r): Zan 
McKillop 

h 

i consider our current titles, but so are tact, di- 
plomacy and a hardy liver," quips Ian 

, Holmes. 
U The gigantic Inorganica Chimica Acta, 
which puts out 12 volumes in 24 issues a 
year, and the Journal of Power Sources are 
managed by Ian Beecroft. The journals Elec- 
tric Power Systems Research, Energy and . 
Buildings, Environmental Conservation, Syn- 
thetic Metals, Sensors and Actuators (A+B) 
are managed by Ian Holmes, while John 
McKillop manages a string of six chemical 
titles including the Journal of Molecular Ca- 
talysis, Materials Chemistry and Physics 
and Powder Techpology. 

Dangerous Liaisons 
The titles administered by the three journal 
managers represent 184 issues or around 
21,000 pages per year. "Ensuring the ef- 
ficient production of this reading matter," 
Holmes says, "means we have to liaise with 
many internal and external production peo- 
ple, management, and staff from marketing, 
computer services, accounting and special 
services." 

"And authors, editors, desk editors, sub- 
scriptions controllers, and colleagues in Am- 

- 

sterdam, Barking, New York, Oxford and 
Tokyo," adds McKillop. 

"Plus a few others," reminds Beecroft. 
"Outside people such as other publishers, ho- . 
tels, would-be contributors and the people 
we meet at conferences." 
"Forgive us pedantically listing all our dan- 

gerous liaisons," says a smiling McKillop, 
"but to describe our activities more fully 
would probably require a regular column." 

We ll... maybe not. Instead, let's have a 
look at some of those typically delicate, day- 
to-day situations encountered by John and 
the two Ians, who compiled the following 
diary themselves. 

MONDAY "Finish off a report on 
last week's scientific workshop on 'Clusters 
& Surfaces' in Turin; discuss with a com- 
pany graphic designer why the title of a 
Barking 'Bournal' (the nickname of a book 
edition of a journal) must be larger; pass the 
latest issue of Powder Technology for press; 
check stationery for new regional editors; se- 
cure an estimate for the outrageous cost of a 
full-colour, full-page advertisement in a jour- 
nal; rewrite a sales letter for the Journal of 
Fluorine Chemistry and discuss the problems 
of Aston Villa football club with Birming- 
ham-based editor of that journal; nip down to 
the local hotel/conference centre to meet or- 
ganisers and distribute brochures for 
Progress in Organic Chemistry." 

TUESDAY "write a diplomatic let- 
ter to Professor X explaining why we print 
'Brunswick' and not 'Braunschweig' for his 

as we're in the mood telephone 
Professor Y, who prefers to speak German, 
and enquire after his conference abstracts; re- 
write 'Instructions for Authors' for journals 
converting from camera-ready to typeset for- 
mat; check on free subscriptions for all jour- 
nals; discuss with another graphic designer 
the layout of a new brochure." 

WEDNESDAY "Work out a 
contract for a conference issue of the Journal 
of Power Sources; placate an editor-in-chief 
who is not happy about his honorarium; tele- 
phone Professor Z in Rome on behalf of 
Gemrna Schaepmann, one of our conference 
organisers (COMST) in Lausanne because he 
prefers to speak Italian; put through a Matter- 
horn-sized pile of manuscripts to Production 
(one hour later assure the typesetter that bold 
facelitalics are correct for tensors in a Sen- 
sors and Actuators paper); compose an issue 
of Energy and Buildings; dispatch a dozen 
manuscripts to the desk editor of the Journal 
of Molecular Catalysis; retire to handily situ- 
ated bistro underneath our offices." 

THURSDAY "start to set up an 
editorial meeting in Strasbourg or Glasgow 
or Chicago; provide a statistical analysis 
showifig that more Japanese contribute to 

, such-and-such a journal than buy it; check 
production 'passports' on all journals; com- 
pose a 'prompt' letter for editorial board 
members to be signed by the editor-in-chief; 
explain to an irate university lecturer why we 
cannot publicise his courses in our journal, 
check master proofs of Inorganica Chimica 
Acta." 

FRIDAY "An Amsterdam colleague 
is leaving ESP, write a verse for his leaving 
booklet; run over mock-up for a new journal - 
brochure and invent a catchy sub-title; make 
sure Special Services know how many copies 
of the memorial issue to Doctor X are to be 
run off and where to send them, and arrange 
for complimentary copies to be sent to his 
widow; see Eef Vogelezang (Elsevier Se- 
quoia deputy director) about handling sched- 
ules up to the middle of the year; start wor- 
rying about a meeting with Louk Bergmans 
(managing director of Elsevier Sequoia) and 
Eef Vogelezang to decide on a publication 
plan for next year; interview a desk-editor 
candidate; arrange to train another desk ed- 
itor on a new project; look forward to the 
weekend." 

SATURDAY "Meet Doctor and 
Mrs Y at Geneva airport and entertain them." 

SUNDAY "~scort Jonathan clark, 
an acquisitions editor on a visit from Am- 
sterdam, part way up Mont Blanc. Back to 
the airport for Doctor Z and entertain him. 
This doesn't happen too often so it can be 
fun." 

Sin'ce Elsevier Sequoia started out 24 
years ago, 34 titles have been edited and 
managed in its offices. "Our work may seem 
quite a lot," concludes John McKillop, "but 
it's not really: It's merely part of the life of a 
journal manager. Fortunately there's more to 
life than just work." W 
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Welcome 
Thomas Easley has joined ESPC 
in New York as an editor in the 
Publishing Services Group. 

Collette Hallinan has joined 
ESPI in Shannon as secretary1 
assistant to general manager, Ed- 
die Buckley. 

Thea Berns has joined ESPL in 
Barking as a credit controller re- 
porting to accounts manager 
Brim Hall. 

Lynda Bums has joined Elsevi- 
er-IRCS in Lancaster as a text- 
processing operator. 

Guido Bray6 has joined EPDI 
EMBASE as head of applica- 
tions management, user support 
and training. He reports to EM- 
BASE operations manager Mir- 
iam Winkel. 

Mark Zwaagstra has joined 
EPDEMBASE as an applica- 
tions manager. 

Sarah Cummings has joined 
APD Medicine, Pharmaceutical 
& Biological Sciences as manag- 
er of the Agri editorial secretari- 
ate. 

Hema Pieper has joined SSSG 
as secretary to libraries sales 
manager Avis Fisher. 

Karin van Moock has joined 
ESP Amsterdam as secretary to 
Ben Snijder, head of Infra- 
structural Services. 

Transit ions 
Brim Scanlan, now ESPC as- 
sociate publisher, has been ap- 
pointed. managing director of 
ESPL. He will replace Derk 
Haank, who has been appointed 
to the board of Elsevier's C. 
Misset BV Publishing Company 
in Doetinchem, the Netherlands, 
where he will be responsible for 
coordinating Audet, Misset 
Bouw, Misset Industrie and Mis- 
set International. Both transi- 
tions come into effect on Sep- 
tember l st. 

Brian Scanlan 

Frans Visscher, previously dep- 
uty director, has been appointed 
ESP staff director of Personnel 
& Organization. 

Yvome Janssen has rejoined 
APD as secretary to Jan Visser, 
an acquisitions editor in APD 
Physics & Materials Science. 

ESP 
APD 
EPD 
SSSG 
ESPC 
ESPL 
EASP 
EATP 
EES 
ETP 
GEO Abs 
IRCS 
ESPI 
ESEP 
ELSEQ 
CEI 
ESPJ 

In-House Abbreviations 
Elsevier Science Publishers BV (head office, Amsterdam) 

* Academic Publishing Division (Amsterdam) 
Electronic Publishing Division (Amsterdam) 
Sales & Sales Services Group (Amsterdam) 
Elsevier Science Publishing Company Inc. (New York) 
Elsevier Science Publishers Ltd (UK, head office, Barking) 
Elsevier Applied Science Publishers (Barking) 
Elsevier Advanced Technology Publishers (Oxford) 
Elsevier Editoril Services (Oxford) 
Elsevier Trends Publications (Cambridge) 
ElsevierIGeo Abstracts (Norwich) 
Elsevier-IRCS Conversion Bureau (Lancaster) 
Elsevier Science Publishers, Ireland (Shannon) 
Editions Scientifiques Elsevier (Paris) 
Elsevier Sequoia (Lausanne) 
Elsevier-Continuing Education Institute (Finsphg) 
Elsevier Science Publishers, Japan (Tokyo) 

Demis Duchhart has moved 
from EASP to APD Economics, 
Statistics and Operations Re- 
search as an acquisitions editor 
reporting to publisher Joop 
Dirkmaat. 

Mark Hietink has joined APD 
Engineering & Technology as 
marketing manager. He replaces 
HelBne van der Poel who has 

Mark Hietink 

Ellen Momma-Vemaak has 
joined both APD Engineering & 
Technology and APD Econom- 
ics, Statistics & Operations Re- 
search as promotionlmarketing 
manager. 

Ellen Momrnt.-. ..& 
Bas van der Hoek, formerly an 
acquisitions editor, has been ap- 
pointed publisher of APD En- 
gineering & Technology. 

Cora Lowie from APD Finance 
& Administration has moved to 
ESP F&A as secretary to Marcel 
Toebak, ESP Group controller. 

Jose Claudio Dos Santos has re- 
assumed his position as ESP 
representative for Latin and . 
South America. After a period 
in the USA, he joined Editoria 
Campus Ltda. in Rio de Janeiro 
reporting to sales manager 
Maarten van Lotringen in Am- 
sterdam. 

Eduard Cohen, formerly EPD 
deputy director Marketing, has 
moved to Elsevier's Bon- 
aventura (consumer information 
publishers) as director of Perac 
Information Technology and 
Stockdata Holding. Until CO- 
hen's replacement is appointed 
in due course, EPD managing 
director Karel Leeflang will ful- 
fill the function. 

Milestones 
Peter van der Kleij from ESP Fi- 
nance & Administration in Am- 
sterdam marked 20 years with 
the company in May. 

Margie Pavin from ESPC Pqb- 
lishing Services Editorial Group 
marked ten years in June. 

Maureen Allen from EASP 
Desk Editorial in Barking 
marked ten years in June. 

Johanna Bonifacio from EASP 
Marketing in Barking marked 
ten years in June. 

Oscar Mendon~a Dias from 
EPD Amsterdam, EMBASE 
Data Capture Department, 
marks 20 years with the com- 
pany in July. 

Anita Dwarka from Ger 
Vrouwe's Direct Mail De- 
partment (SSSG) has moved to 
the Desk Editorial Department 
of APD Engineering & Tech- 
nology. 

Oscar Mendonga DDs 
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Readers' Reactions What might be worth considering is a central 
databank where scientists can anonymously 
deposit information on lessons learned. This 
is analogous with the system by which pilots 
of aircraft can record near accidents or fail- In the May 199 1 issue We printed an intenti~nally thought- endangering human life or aircraft, with- 
out themselves risking long-term blame. provoking article on the problems of publishing negative or Ro,,max, B,ing 

incomplete results, which nonetheless may form an im- 

,, 
portant part of the global body of scientific knowledge.  NO^ Our Business 
Here's what some readers came up with in response. 

There are no 'unpbblishable' results -- only 
By the way, your reactions to articles or any other original results which remain unpublished or un- 

marketable. What remains unpublished is de- 
contributions are particularly invited for publication in termined by scientific peer review. 'Un- 

Elsevier Science World. publishable' results are those which are 
rejected by scientists as not contributing to 
the further understanding of the field. The 

Lessons Learned majority of negative or partial results fall 
into this category, are rejected and hence be- 

was intefested to red Guide Zosimo come 'unpublishable'. AS publishers, it is not 
~andolfo's article on 'HOW to Publish the Our business to determine which results 
Unpublishable' (May 1991). Supposing a should be published, only how best to pub- 

commercial Journal of Negative Results was lish those which scientists tell us should be. 
available, would scientists submit papers? In Then we make our own decision whether 
my view, probably not, for the following rea- these are marketable. 
sons: Arnanda Shipperbottom, Amsterdam 
1. No one likes to be associated with fail- 
ure. Also, it would be difficult to encourage 

.quality editors and board members to serve 
on S U C ~  a journal, for by doing SO they would Organized Retrieval 
be associating themselves with unsuccessful 
experiments, however useful the information One important it seems to me* 
might be. incomplete or negative results is for refer- 
2. scientists submit papers from a de- ence by scientists who are planning a specif- 

whose future funding depends on ic research project or are working in a specif- 
the quality and success of published results. ic area- It may be the access 
No department is likely to get funding on the negative results directly related to a planned 
basis of cited failure. research project, rather than to browse un- 
3. Already scientists claim to have to,, organized collections of such reports, that 

to read, and libraries too much to buy. gives that information value. Thus an index 

A publisher offering a new journal on neg- may fulfil1 a specific research need more ef- 
ative or incomplete studies might be seen as fectively than a collection of reports with 
cynically trying to secure the last drop of in- commentarieS. The more targeted index- t~~e 

come out of science. publication would likely be easier to sell in 
this economy of tight budgets, because it 
would offer a specific benefit. The ideal 
would be to publish such a product online, so 
that the information can be updated month- 

and retrieved through the power of 

To get the project started, such notes 
could be published in appropri- 
ate existing journals, as a spe- 
cial section or feature. The sec- 
tion should be given the same 
title in each journal so that they 
can then be compiled from the 

published issues into a single on- 
line database available for or- 

Janet Bailey, New York 
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De kat krdbt de knJh 
v&& bap! Leentje 
lee& b& 10pur.. . . . ... 

' - - - -- - - - - - --p - -- - - -- 
HOEZO, SPRAAKVERWARIUNG ? CONFUSION? W H N  CONFUSION? 

Er hoeft binnen ESP geen spraakverwarring 
te bestaan zolang er opleidingsvoanieningen 
zijn om je als Nederlandstalige te bekwamen 
in het Engels. 

There is no need for any communication 
problems within ESP as long as there are 
training facilities for non-native speakers to 
learn Dutch. 

Eind september 1991 gaan de cursussen 
Nederlands en Engels weer van start. Deze 
cursussen worden gegeven op alle niveaus. 
Iedereen is welkom: van complete beginners 
tot vergevorderden. Bovendien is er een 
speciale cursus voor bureauredacteuren. 

Odr diegenen die al een cursus hebben 
gevolgd en door willen gaan, wordt venocht 
zich opnieuw aan te melden. 

Voor inschrijving en verdere informatie kun 
je terecht bij: 

At the end of September 1991 the Dutch and 
English courses will start again. These 
courses will be taught at all levels. Everyone is 
welcome: from absolute beginners to 
advanced students. Mareover, there will be a 
special course for the Dutch Desk Editors. 

Also those who have already attended a course 
and wish to continue are requested to register 
again. 

For further information and details on how to 
register, please contact: 

Brenda Hekking - Secretariaat Opleidingen - KamerIRoom B.18 - Overrnolen - Tel. (58061406 
t 


